
SYSTEM COMPONENTS BEFORE USE

CLARUS PRO LITE 

Carrying Case

Congratulations on your purchase of the CLARUS PRO LITE headset, 
the only military-grade hearing protection / enhancement and audio 
headset adapted for civilians.

Silynx Communications is a world leader in tactical, in-ear hearing 
protection and communications systems. Combat proven for over a 
decade, our headsets are currently being used by elite US and 
International Special Forces, and law enforcement teams around the 
world. Silynx has leveraged this experience in the development of 
communications, audio and hearing protection products designed to 
operate flawlessly in hostile enviroments. Silynx products are for 
those seeking uncompromising reliability wherever they go. 

Integrated Control Unit & Noise 
Cancelling In-Ear Hearing 
Protection / Enhancement

1.5V AAA Battery 

Foam Ear TipsWindscreens

Lapel Clip 

BEFORE USE

Install Battery

Install Foam Ear Tip

Install Lapel Clip

Military Grade In-Ear Electronic 
Hearing Protection / Enhancement Install Windscreen

1. Remove from pad.
2. Press adhesive side onto earbud.



POWER & CONTROLS

Hear-Thru
There are four Hear-Thru levels and hear-thru off. Press and release the 
control button to change hearing enhancement level incrementally by 3dB. 
Adjust enhancement level to best suit your environment and individual 
hearing.

The level of hearing enhancement used is dependent on your own 
hearing and the ambient sounds of your surroundings. The table 
below indicates the dB change of each level.

System Power
Press and hold control button until you hear “Unit On”. Once unit is 
powered on, you can now cycle through the “Hear-Thru” hearing 
enhancement settings. 

1.  Position ear buds in ears
2.  Run cables behind ears
3.  Tighten nape adjuster to pull in cable slack
4.  Attach control unit to back of collar, belt, 
     pocket, or where ever is comfortable for you
5.  Position lapel clip according to your   
     preference

INSERTING EARBUDS

A firm fit ensures all-day comfort and maximum hearing protection. 
Here are a few tips to ensure the right fit.

(b) Hold top of ear gently back and outward to open ear canal before inserting.

(a) Roll foam between fingers before inserting. 

(c) Twist ear bud into ear canal until cable is on top, facing forward, and ear 
      bud is “nested” in the “concha bowl” of your outer ear. 

Note: Foam ear tips should be replaced 
after 3-4 weeks of use

Control Button

To don the CLARUS PRO LITE

Unlike the cables on your standard audio ear buds, CLARUS PRO LITE is 
designed to route cables out of the way, by routing them around the ears and 
behind the head. Military and law enforcement operators have done this for 
years. 

The control box can then be mounted on your belt, your collar, or in your pocket.  

Now you can wear your hear pro all day without even knowing it’s there.   

Watch the video at www.silynxcom.com/videos

Note that when set at “hear-thru off” system is still activated and drawing low levels of 
power from the battery. Ensure system is “powered off’ when storing.


